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Doodle   Art   Demonstration     (Ink   and   Watercolor)   
WITH   LEIGH   PETERSEN   

  

Many   artists   understand   that   ‘deciding   what   to   draw’   can   be   the   biggest   hurdle   when   starting   a   
new   piece.   I   am   demonstrating   how   by   letting   go   and   trusting   your   inner   imagination   —   by   
beginning   without   an   end   in   mind   —   you   can   jumpstart   your   creative   juices,   all   while   creating   
some   unique   handmade   postcards.     

• Small   cutting   board   or   wooden   palette     
• Coldpress   watercolor   cards   (4x6)   
• Painters   tape   (1/2”   width)   
• Pigment   ink,   smudge-proof   pen   (fine   point)   
• Watercolor   paints   (I   love   Daniel   Smith’s   unique   colors   and   textures)   
• Watercolor   brushes   (I   typically   use   sizes   2,   6,   and   12   for   washes)   

  
NOTE:   Before   I   start,   I   take   some   time   to   calm   my   mind.   I   close   my   eyes,   breathe   deeply,   clear   my   
thoughts   (or   just   think   of   something   pleasant)   and   commit   to   letting   myself   go.   

  
1.   Adhere   your   postcard   to   the   palette   on   all   four   sides,   using   the   painters   tape.    Try   to   place   
the   tape   so   it   evenly   overlaps   the   edge   of   the   card   (half   of   the   tape   on   the   card   and   half   on   the   
palette).   The   goal   is   to   form   a   water-tight   seal   on   the   edges   of   your   card,   creating   a   clean   edge,   
which   will   act   as   a   ‘frame’   for   your   image   when   you   are   through.   

2.   Look   at   the   paper,   notice   its   texture   and   patterns.    What   does   it   remind   you   of?   
Do   you   see   anything   inherent   in   the   paper?   

3.   Using   the   ink   pen,   draw   a   simple   shape   on   the   page,   and   stop.    Look   at   the   paper   and   
shape   again,   rotate   the   card   around   so   you   can   view   it   from   multiple   angles.   
Does   it   look   like   anything?   Remind   you   of   anything?   

4.   Draw   another   simple   shape   and   stop.    Look   at   the   paper   again,   rotate   the   card,   etc.   Repeat   
this   process   of   drawing   simple   shapes   and   stopping   to   review,   until   you   start   to   see   an   image   
begin   to   form.     

5.   Repeat   until   you   have   an   image.    Don’t   worry,   you   will   eventually   see   something.   Keep   in   mind   
you   will   be   adding   color   later.   As   your   image   reveals   it   to   you,   look   for   ways   to   structure   your   
doodle   like   a   coloring   book,   so   that   you   have   some   intentional   places   for   color   later.   

6.   Let   dry   completely.    The   pigment   ink   marker   needs   to   dry   completely   before   you   add   
watercolor.   Depending   on   the   marker   this   may   take   5-10   minutes.   

7.   Color   with   watercolors.    Now   that   you   have   your   ink   shapes   as   a   guide   to   follow,   add   color   to   
your   shapes   with   the   watercolor   paint.   For   cleaner   results   (less   color   bleed)   paint   only   one   color   at   
a   time   —   letting   it   dry   between   colors.   Or   experiment   by   wetting   a   shape   with   clean   water   only,   
and   then   add   small   drops   of   color   to   the   wet   area   and   see   what   happens.   While   an   area   is   still   
wet,   try   rotating   your   paper/palette   around   to   see   what   happens   to   the   paint.   Don’t   be   afraid   to   
paint   up   to/over   the   edge   of   your   tape.   

8.   Let   dry   completely.    Set   aside   the   palette/board   and   let   the   card   dry   fully.   Once   dry,   remove   
the   tape   carefully   to   avoid   damaging   the   card.   Enjoy   your   doodle   art!   
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